Abstract -Development of the inspection programme of fatigue-prone aircraft construction under limitation of airline fatigue failure rate. The highest economical effectiveness of airline under limitation of fatigue failure rate and failure probability is discussed. For computing is used exponential regression, Monte Carlo method, Log Normal distribution, Markov chains and semi-Markov process theory. The minimax approach is offered for processing the results of full-scale fatigue approval test of an airframe. Fatigue crack parameters and numerical examples are given and explained.
I. INTRODUCTION
The fatigue failure probability (FFP) of fatigue-prone aircraft (AC) and fatigue failure rate (FFR) of airline (AL) are problems of high priority. A lot of papers and books examine these problems and offer possible solutions [1] - [9] where the Markov chains (MC) and semi-Markov process with reward (SMPW) theories [10] - [12] are offered to solve these problems, using exponential approximation of fatigue crack size growth function, (1) where  , Q are parameters of fatigue crack trajectory (PFCT).
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The value  is called the equivalent initial flow size (EIFS). (Note, it is not a real initial flow size; it is only a parameter of exponential approximation of fatigue crack trajectory!) The value Q defines the speed of fatigue crack size growth on a logarithmic scale: log( ( )) log a t Qt    .
PFCT are random variables. It is supposed that the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the vector ( , Q ) is known, but a certain parameter of this cdf,  is not known. Estimation of  and the choice of inspection programme under condition of limitation FFP up to a specified life (AC retirement age), SL t , or limitation of FFR of AL can be achieved using minimax processing of results of observation of some random fatigue cracks during AC type full-scale fatigue approval test. A specific feature of the approval test is a decision to redesign the new AC type if some reliability requirements are not met.
In [1] , it was assumed that  was some constant. In this paper this assumption is eliminated.
II. MINIMAX CHOICE OF INSPECTION PROGRAMME
Despite all the simplicity, formula (1) gives us a rather comprehensible result in the interval ( , ) a t a  ) (3) and fatigue failure takes place (see Fig. 1 ). (log log ) / / are absorbing states: AC is discarded from service when SL is reached or there is a fatigue failure (FF), or fatigue crack detection (CD) takes place (see Fig. 2 ). u (6) . In our model we also assume that an aircraft is discarded from service at SL t even if there are no cracks discovered by inspection at time moment SL t . This inspection at the end of (n+1)-th interval (in state E n+1 ) does not change reliability but it is carried out in order to know the state of an aircraft (whether there is a fatigue crack or there is no fatigue crack). It can be shown in equations (4-6) where a i , g ai , b i , g bi , X y  , X y  is defined in equations (7-12)
where
These probabilities can also be calculated using the Monte Carlo method (13) . Equation (14) can be used for modelling r.v with some coefficient of correlation r where r.v. 1  and 2  have the standard normal distribution.
Let us recall that in the matrix, AC F n   will be equal to or less than some value FD  (the "designed" FFR) (18). Finally, we choose inspection number n (19). Table I ). It is supposed that all inspection intervals are equal. The following definition of components of AL income is used:
a a n a n d t    
is a negative reward, the absolute value of which is the cost of new aircraft acquisition after events SL, FF or CD and the transition to 1 E . In the numerical example we have used the following values (see Table II ). Fig. 3b (25), where 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Here is shown as the full-scale fatigue approval test of an airframe can be used for aircraft inspection program develop, based not only on limitation of fatigue failure rate, but extends to the economic analysis of results the best likelihood is achieved using minmax method.
